
Following my previous post on the topic of the Free - Takeoff I want to share with PVP my summary in regard to responses 
from Golfdane and Volteur and my additional information on both the Free Takeoff and Prejump.  
  
I also provide Pole Vault Power with what may be a World first! Namely force platform recordings of a prejump. 
However the first prejump officially recorded, using high speed cine - film, was by Lesov of Bulgaria at the inaugural IAAF 
World Junior Championship held in 1986. 
  
What the force records show is that once the pole contacts the box and is sliding in it, there is some vertical reaction force 
upwards during the slide and therefore the pole is NOT UNLOADED before contact is made with the rear wall of the box 
(Peak vertical reaction force recorded during the slide was 137N (about 30.72 pounds force).Similarly, in the so called Free 
Takeoff the pole, if it is in sliding contact prior to impact with the rear wall of the box, will also experience some vertical 
loading. 
  
Another important feature to emerge is that the Free Takeoff or the Prejump cannot readily be distinguished unless the 
recording resolution is at or greater than 100 frames per sec level of photographic resolution. Indeed the human "eye" unless 
it is biased by expectancy or preconception is unlikely to be able to distinguish Free Takeoff from a Prejump from readily 
available still or moving images.  Time for visual reaction time to an expected event is 180 to about 200 milliseconds, but 
much longer for an unexpected one. Even knowing what to look for, conscious perception requires much longer viewing time 
to make an accurate differentiation in real time when viewing actual vaults. Also if you don't know what you are looking for 
the brain is very accomplished at providing what initially appear to be plausible answers by filling in the gaps in the available 
sensory input of the viewer.  
  
Also, since pole vaulters capable of performing a Free Takeoff operate in an open loop feedforward mode of motor control, 
by the time kinaesthetic feedback reaches the vaulter's brain about 60 to 120 milliseconds will have elapsed. That is by the 
time the vaulter's brain auto pilot becomes aware that the take off was executed correctly the vaulter will have moved on 60 
to 100 milliseconds further in time and is by then well advanced in the pole support initial phase. For this reason it is not 
unreasonable for the vaulter to adopt a strategy of attempting to "Prejump" in order to time the instant of loss of contact of 
the take off foot to be directly below the top hand in the precise time and spatial location to optimize the final energy input 
exchange from the vaulter to the pole and at the same time projecting their centre of mass forward and upward i.e. "A 
prejump can be operationally defined as a slightly prematurely performed Free Takeoff!" The degree of prematurity is in the 
order of milliseconds only i.e. The sensitivity of the measurement system resolution must be high enough to reliably detect 
differences + or - 2millseconds (practically and economically feasible). Coaches can and do make the discrimination  by 
filling in the gaps in their perceptual pick up during observation. The accuracy of the analysis  I suggest  can only be capable 
of confirmation by using measurement systems of sufficient precision and sampling rate. 
  



I still disagree with Volteur and assert that I perceive Bubka's toe to have broken any effective contact with the ground in 
Frame 3. I agree that the horizontal location of the toe tip does not change but its vertical location does. 
  
I present some photograpic evidence to show the bending effects of holding a pole with the arms raised and standing on 
one's toes as to how bending moments operate. These results support Golfdane's suggestion as to localised bending via 
pressure upwards through the left hand. (note: This is not saying that the left hand is attempting to be actively pushed 
upwards against the pole.) What I am suggesting is that the reaction to the bending moments is seen as slight pole bend and 
not necessarily due to impact of the pole with the rear wall of the box). 
  
Following my summary review I present further examples  of a Free Takeoff from a Russian analysis of pole vault by a highly 
respected world famous coach. 
  
I then present PVP readers with some further challenging examples (that may or may not be Free Takeoffs) to consider and 
finally present force platform recordings showing  unequivocal evidence of a prejump. 
  
So that I can sharpen my knowledge and understanding I invite readers to respond and provide their definitions of  a). Free 
takeoff and b)Pre-Jump 
  
I look forward to reading your thoughts on the matter. To ensure clear communication reference to the specific examples, 
given in the linked PDF file, or any better or clearer examples you can provide would be appreciated. 
  
 



Do you see a rabbit or a pirate?
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Fulcrum : Reaction Force

The pole bends due to its weight and the applied force. Both forces act to
produce oppositely directed rotations of the pole about the fulcrum. The

distance each force acts perpendicularly away from the fulcrum creates a
tendency for the pole to be induced to bend in the direction of the weight

force & the applied force.
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Pole tip on ground and supported by R and L hand grips.
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Rising on the toes bends the pole due to reaction force (upward pressure)
through the left hand fulcrum and bending moments (+F1 x D1) & (- F2 x D2).

Negatively directed
bending moment

Positively directed
bending moment

Centre of Mass of
Pole

Note indicated forces are not drawn to scale, serving
merely to show points and direction of the force

applications.Relative perpendicular distances from
the fulcrum to the force action lines are also shown.



Source: page 53

Page 53

Drawings from film of
S. Bubka

Free
Takeoff ?



Source:  page118

Pole Shows some flex

Free Take-Off?



1
Agreement Bubka’s Left
MTP joints(ball of foot) and
toes are on the ground! The
pole slight negative bend
indicates that the pole tip
has contacted the apron of
the box?

Height
reference

Horizontal travel
reference

Fixed reference point
on the front pad.



2 Agreement Bubka’s Left
toes are  in contact with
the ground. Agreement

the pole is relatively
straight. Agreement

Bubka’s body is moving
upwards and forwards
relative to left foot toe

contact point. Is the pole
still sliding on the apron
of the box at this time?

Agreement both R
and L hands moving
forward and up at the
same rate.



3 Disagreement Bubka’s take-
off toe has / has not broken

contact with the ground?
Disagreement that the pole

is still sliding along the
apron of the box.

Disagreement that to all
intents the pole is straight

(there is localised bend due
to upward force exerted by

left hand and or pole
impacts back wall of the

box?).

Has Bubka’s R shoulder
been fully hyperflexed at

this point? Compare with 2-
4! Has the left hand moved
upwards (relative to) about

the right grip?



4
Agreement pole has
contacted rear wall of

the box and the pole is
bent. Disagreement
Bubka’s left toe has /

has not broken contact
with the ground?

Agreement Bubka’s R arm
motion forwards has been
slowed down & Bubka’s

Centre of Mass continues to
move upward and forward
relative to the ground and

with respect to  the right and
left grips on the pole



Is this Bubka take-off “under”?  Could it be
considered a free-takeoff? Is Bubka’s left foot

toe still in contact with the ground in B?

A B



Beauty lies in the eye of the beholder. We tend
to see what we want and or expect to see!!!!
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4 5 6

Feofanova:  Pre - Jump, Free Take -
Off or Neither ? (Frames are sequential)



Localised centre of
slight bend in the

pole.

Toe Tip in contact
with the ground.



1 2

3 Dmitri Markov: Paris 2003

Clearly this is Free Takeoff!
Could it also have been a Pre-
Jump given the toe tip is just
touching the ground and the
pole appears straight in picture
2? (Source film: Stabhochsprung
website)



1Markov: Paris 2003



2

18.5 deg

Markov Free - Takeoff



Reaction Forces at the Takeoff Foot and Under the Pole During Initial Pole Impact and Support 
Phase.
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Time of 1 video frame at 
25 pictures per second = 

0.04 sec (40 milliseconds).

Pre-Jump: Vaulter 
and Pole Free

Pole Sliding on Box 
A

Pole Impacts Bottom Right 
Corner of the Side and Rear

Wall Junction of the Box.

Ground Reaction Force Takeoff
Box-Pole Vertical Reaction Force
Box-Pole Horizontal Reaction Force
Box-Pole Lateral Reaction Force

Impulse Due to 
Body Weight

Time from  toe - off
to pole impact with
rear wall of the box
is 51 milliseconds.

One human eye blink lasts for
about 300 milliseconds.



Takeoff Vertical Ground Reaction Force and  X,Y,Z, Forces Under the Pole Tip in Contact With 
the Box.
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Vertical Ground Reaction Force
Vertical Reaction Force Under Pole

Lateral Reaction Force Under Pole 

Horizontal Reaction Force Under Pole 

Body Weight 
Impulse

Pole Tip Contacts
Apron

Toe Breaks Contact 
With Ground

Pole Tip Contacts 
Rear Wall

Force Platform recordings showing a Pre - jump. Height cleared 4.70m. Vaulter’s PB 5.40m

Vaulter & Pole are in the air for 19
milliseconds,  the pole then contacts
and commences to slide on the apron of
the box for a further 32 milliseconds.
During this sliding time the vaulter
continues to travel upward and forward
and the pole - ground angle to the
horizontal increases.The peak reaction
force vertically during the slide is
137N.


